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Let’s Talk Family.
Don’t Worry, Be Ha-PEA
100 Deliciously Clever Food Puns
SANGER, Calif., July 2021—DONUT worry, this is not your typical book!
Social-media sensation Marie Saba brings food to life in this compilation of quirky, creative and
inspirational food puns. With topics ranging from pop culture icons (think Celine Dijon and
Robert Brownie, Jr.), to tourist attractions (St. Peter's Basilica) to cartoon characters
(Elmer Fudge), these tasty puzzles are as intriguing as they are appetizing.

Lighthearted and entertaining, Don’t Worry, Be Ha-PEA is a perfect gift for fans of witty humor
and good food. Appropriate for all ages, this little gem will delight anyone who receives it.
Don’t Worry, Be Ha-PEA reminds us all that we can find humor in the most unlikely of places—
the back of the pantry or the bottom of the veggie drawer. It’s just the book we need right now.
"Saba creates and photographs food that is both whimsical and downright playful."
—Bon Appétit
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About the Author: Marie Saba is a cookbook author and freelance content creator. Her playful
creations have been featured in numerous media outlets, including Bon Appetit and Food &
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